Digitally Transform
your Organization
SYMMETRY MOBILE

Using a mobile phone to open doors offers organizations
a flexible, eco-friendly and cost-saving access control
solution. In addition to saving money on cards,
organizations save time by eliminating physical access
card distribution and replacement when a card is lost or
stolen. In today’s challenging work environment, access
control is managed remotely, enforcing physical distancing
and reducing interaction with the security department.
Symmetry Mobile delivers a convenient solution for
organizations using mobile devices or in conjunction
with physical credentials for users who are transitioning
to a mobile system to gain access to secured doors.
Frictionless setup of a mobile credential eliminates the
need to physically interact with the security team or
visit a badging office. Symmetry Mobile allows central
management of credentials, photos and devices remotely.
When used with the Symmetry Blue Bluetooth reader,
organizations have a contactless and transformational
security solution.

day. If the form is not completed successfully, the credential
will expire and the employee is denied access to the
facility. Symmetry Mobile operates with physical access
cards or mobile credentials. Send email notifications to
managers for visibility.
DEPLOY WITH ANY SYSTEM
Symmetry Mobile and the Symmetry Blue Bluetooth
reader integrate with Symmetry Access Control, and
are capable of integrating with other access control
systems, making it an ideal solution for Enterprise users
deploying more than one system. Licenses are sold
per reader, and available as Software-as-a-Service or
deployed on-premise.

HOW TO USE
New users receive an email notification inviting them to
download Symmetry Mobile. Once they have downloaded
the app, they scan the QR code provided to register their
credential. Users capture a photo and are ready to go.

ORGANIZATIONS ARE IN CONTROL
Organizations can create rules to centrally configure
which devices may be used in compliance with corporate
policies. Built-in device control replaces the potential
need for expensive mobile device management products.
Having management capabilities within Symmetry Mobile
means there are no other applications or policies being
loaded onto employees’ personal devices which may
create privacy concerns. Organizations can block certain
mobile device manufacturers, beta operating systems or
even specific devices through a centrally managed portal.

CONTROL WHO ENTERS YOUR FACILITY
Organizations can now require employees to fill out a
customizable health screening questionnaire on their
smartphone before being allowed access into a building.
Upon successful completion, their credential will be
enabled for a specified period of time, for example, one

Organizations can customize the signal strength and
read range on a per device and/or per person basis.
This powerful flexibility can increase security and
accommodate those who may need a longer read range,
such as a person in a wheelchair, to open a door. Shorter
read ranges can prevent piggybacking.
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Security teams can manually add users or import from
Symmetry Access Control or another system. Invite
prospective credential holders to register via email.
Automated enrollment eliminates the need to go into
the badging office. Organizations can customize the
credential approval process so the security team must
approve photos before the user’s credentials are activated.
A virtual credential in Symmetry Mobile displays a person’s
name and photo for identification purposes, similar to a
normal badge. Scanning a barcode on the app’s virtual
badge provides a touchless method for security officers
to authenticate an individual’s access rights on-site. Store
multiple virtual credentials in Symmetry Mobile’s digital
wallet for use at different locations and across different
access control systems.
To learn more about Symmetry Mobile, contact your
AMAG sales representative or visit www.amag.com.

AT A GLANCE















Customized health screening
questionnaire controls access and
reduces liabilities
Organizations determine how often
employees fill out the questionnaire
Mobile forms functionality can be used
with physical and/or mobile credentials
Audit trail tracks responses, ensuring
compliance
Compatible with Symmetry Blue
readers, suppor ting organizations
transitioning to a fully mobile solution
Use Mobile form functionality with
vir tually any existing Symmetry Access
Control system or other access control
system
Mobile app runs in the background
Use a PIN code or biometric template
(fingerprint or biometric) to unlock
the credential (not the phone)
Available as a hosted or on-premise
solution
Door read and unlock time is less than
1.2 seconds
Available for iOS and Android devices
Suppor ts multiple languages
Theming and company logo
customization available
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